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Listen to the clues to find a fall related picture and use a dot marker
or bingo counter to mark each word as it is called out.  Get  five in

a row to win!
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Listen to the clues to find a fall related picture and use a dot marker
or bingo counter to mark each word as it is called out.  Get  five in

a row to win!
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Listen to the clues to find a fall related picture and use a dot marker
or bingo counter to mark each word as it is called out.  Get  five in

a row to win!
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Listen to the clues to find a fall related picture and use a dot marker
or bingo counter to mark each word as it is called out.  Get  five in

a row to win!
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Listen to the clues to find a fall related picture and use a dot marker
or bingo counter to mark each word as it is called out.  Get  five in

a row to win!
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I am a type of nut
that is small and
brown. I grow on

trees and squirrels
love to eat me. 

I  am a vehicle with
four large wheels.

You can find me on
a farm pulling heavy

things.

I am a flower with
yellow petals that
grows very tall. I
always turn my

petals to the sun. 

I am a vegetable
that grows on a

stalk. I have yellow
kernels that can be

eaten.

I am a fruit that can
be red, yellow, or
green. I grow on a
tree and can be
made into pie.

You wear me over
your shirt to keep
you warm. I can
have zippers or

buttons.

I am a type of fruit
that is orange and
round. I grow on a

vine and have seeds
inside me.

You can find me on
a farm.  I help

protect the crops by
scaring away the

birds.

I am an acorn. I am a tractor.

I am a sunflower.

I am corn.

I am an apple.I am a jacket.

I am pumpkin.

I am a scarecrow.

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
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I am a large bird
that eats corn and
carrots. I am usually

eaten on
Thanksgiving.

I am an animal that
has hooves and

antlers on my head.
I live in the forest
and eat plants.  

You wear me on
your feet when it's
cold outside. I can
protect your feet

from snow and rain.

You use me on
Halloween night to
carry all the treats

you collect. I can be
any shape or size.

I am a type of bird
that sleeps during

the day and hunts at
night. I eat small

creatures.

I am a dessert that
is baked in the

oven.  I can be any   
flavor but usually

contain fruit.

I have 8 legs and
can climb walls.  I

spin beautiful webs
to catch insects to

eat.

You wear me on
Halloween or in a
play when you are
pretending to be

someone else. 

I am a turkey. I am a deer.

I am boots.

I am a treat bag.

I am an owl.I am a pie.

I am a spider.

I am a costume.

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
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I am an oval shaped
ball used in a game.
You can find me in
the end zone after

a touchdown.

I fall off the tree
when the weather

turns cool. You use a
rake to collect me
from the ground.

I am a type of
clothing that keeps

your neck warm
during the fall. I can

be any color.

Farmers grow
healthy food here,
and can also raise
animals, like cows

and chickens. 

I am made of wicker
and can be used to
carry the fruits and

vegetables you
gather at the farm.

I am a small animal
with a bushy tail. I
collect nuts in the

fall and store them
for the winter.

I am shaped like a
horn and have food
inside me. I can be

a decoration on
your dinner table.

I have a long handle
and I am a type of
gardening tool that

is used to collect
leaves in the fall.

I am a football. I am a leaf.

I am a scarf.

I am a farm.

I am a basket.I am a squirrel.

I am cornucopia.

I am a rake.

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  

Thanksgiving Bingo


